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So you’re interested in
selling on Amazon.
Awesome! Congrats on taking the first step!

But this is only the beginning.

Let’s talk business models. Your next step is going to be deciding
which business model works for you - and there are many of
them in the world of Amazon.
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What Are My Options?

There are several methods people have used to find success on Amazon. Let’s see 
which one appeals to you the most.

Love to Bargain Hunt?
Reselling items you’ve found at a bargain is called arbitrage. If you find your bargains 
online, it’s known as online arbitrage. If you find your bargains in-store (say at a big 
box retail store), then it’s called retail arbitrage.

With online and retail arbitrage, you’ll generally be buying known products from 
existing brands and reselling them through pre-existing listings on Amazon for a profit. 
While arbitrage selling tends to be time consuming and requires a keen eye, this 
business model can be immensely rewarding for those who actively seek
out opportunity.

Keep in mind, many popular brands such as Apple or Nike require manufacturer 
approval to sell. This means that if you’re not a licensed reseller, you might be barred 
from listing those brands’ products.

Love Sales and Networking?
The wholesale route might be up your alley if you’d prefer to leave the product design 
to someone else and instead benefit off of known, existing brands.

As a wholesaler, you’ll establish contracts with brands, purchase items from them in 
bulk at a discount, and then sell them at retail value.

Wholesaling is great for those who excel at building supplier relationships. But be 
aware, due to saturation in the online wholesale marketplace, sellers often compete so 
fiercely that product prices get driven down fast in a “race to the bottom.”
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Love to Create?
If you want to create and develop your own brands and products, you’ll probably like 
the private label model (unless you’re the manufacturer, in which case you’ll probably 
seek a factory-to-consumer model).

As a private label seller, you’ll look for factories and suppliers that can mass produce 
your product to your design specifications.

For example, if you wanted to create a line of yoga mats, you would find a factory to 
make them to your specifications of colors, material type, thickness, dimensions, and so 
on. Private label selling is one of the most popular forms of e-commerce business 
today. Though private label sellers must be responsible for sourcing their products and 
managing a brand, they also get full creative control in the direction of their business.

At the end of the day, isn’t that what we’re all after?
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Why is the Private Label Method the Most
Practical Option?

Because it’s the most sustainable method, period.

With private label selling, you own the rights to your product. You can grow your
business without outside restrictions.

There are few barriers to entry with private label as well. You don’t need a website, and
you don’t need to generate your own traffic - Amazon does that part for you.

As we mentioned above, creating and developing your own brand of products works
best under the private label model because you have the freedom to continually
upgrade your products and make them more competitive in the marketplace. The other
models don’t have this same flexibility.

Even better, if you want to eventually sell your Amazon brand, you could potentially
walk away with six, seven, or even eight figures!

For some, selling their Amazon private label brand is the end game - for others, that
just means it’s time to establish and grow a new private label brand.
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What Does a Private Label Product Look Like?
On the right we have perhaps the most well known brand of ketchup available. It is
made and sold by the manufacturer.

On the left we have the same product (more or less), but packaged and sold by the
retailer (in this case, Market Pantry).

This is what private label sellers on Amazon do. After finding a factory to produce an
existing product, a private label Amazon seller packages, markets, and sells it as
their own.
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Product Research For Private Label
Let’s take a closer look at product research for the private label model!

Why is choosing the right product important?
Amazon has a massive catalog, and it’s only getting bigger. If you don’t start off with a
product in demand, you will end up losing money. As most people getting started
selling on Amazon are budget conscious, getting it right the first time is crucial.
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Consider this example scenario.
Product Cost = 300 Units X 10 dollars
= $3000 Initial Investment

Profit Per Unit: $15
Profit = $4500
ROI = 4500 / 3000 = 150%

Month One
● Sell 125 units of product one for $25 revenue =$3125.
● Immediately reinvest 3000 into product two qty: 300.
● $125 left over.

Month Two
● Sell 125 units of product one for $25 revenue = $3125.
● Sell 125 units of product two for $25 revenue = $3125.
● Use 3,000 of the $6375 to replenish product one with 300 units.
● Use 3,000 of the $3375 to order product three with 300 units.

Month Three
● Sell 125 units of product one for $25 revenue = $3125 .
● Sell 125 units of product two for $25 revenue = $3125 .
● Sell 125 units of product three for $25 revenue = $3125.
● Replenish product two, order product four.

In this example, you are selling a $25 product with a 150% ROI. These are good 
numbers, but as you see, in your first couple of months, you won’t have a lot left over. 
So this gives you less margin for error.
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What Doesn’t Opportunity Look Like?

Before we dig into the different methods for finding profitable product opportunities,
let’s take a look at the red flags you should keep an eye out for when starting your
product research.

1. Top products have too many reviews
This is an easy one to test. Search for a product you’re interested in selling on Amazon.
Is page one of your search results riddled with products containing thousands upon
thousands of reviews? If a customer were looking for your product, they are going to be
much more likely to opt for the product with 10,000 reviews than the one with 10.
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When you’re just starting out on Amazon with a limited budget, it’s important to
choose your battles wisely.

2. Too Many Competitors Selling the Same Thing
While you’re scrolling through your Amazon search results, how much are you seeing
the same product sold by dozens and dozens of vendors? Yes, virtually all private label
businesses are selling existing products, but the less populated the pool is for your
product, the bigger splash you can make when you jump in.
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3. Not Enough Demand for Keywords
No one is going to buy your product if no one was searching for it to begin with. What’s
the fastest way to check a keyword’s estimated monthly search volume?

Simply, open the Helium 10 chrome extension and run Xray on any Amazon search
results page to get a quick glance at the search volume for your keyword. We’ll dive
more into keyword research later in this guide.

Keep in mind, the top keywords for one product could be producing well over 100,000
searches per month, while another product’s top keywords could be hovering around
800. There is no universal, magic number. Instead, we encourage you to keep keyword
relevancy in mind.

Out of the entire list of semi-relevant keywords for your product, how many of those
are super-relevant to your product and performing at the upper end of the search
volume pool?

This cross section is where you will find your winning keywords.
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4. Price Point is Too Low
Take a look at the results for the search keyword “training toothbrush” on Amazon.

Will you get more sales at a lower price point? Probably. Will it be more difficult to
sustain a profit on a product that is selling for $5.00? Most likely.

Don’t forget to take into account your costs of production, shipping to Amazon
warehouses, and any other fees associated with doing business with Amazon FBA.
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How to Find Your First, Profitable Product

It all comes down to thorough research.

Method One - Products with a low number of reviews
Reviews are one of the most powerful drivers of sales because they are an  indication of
social proof.

For this reason, it can be very hard to compete with products that have a ton of
reviews. Case and point, in this example, one listing clearly conveys more trust in the
marketplace.

So one method is to search for products whose competition all have a low number
of reviews. Because they will be, presumably, easier to compete with.

You can do this by using Helium 10’s Black Box tool.

In Black Box, simply add the appropriate filters to specify which products you want
Black Box to show you.
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In this example we only applied three filters:
1. Products generating more than $5,000 a month in revenue (to show some demand).
2. Products selling for at least $20 (to avoid very cheap items with low margins).
3. Products with no more than 50 reviews.

The search revealed these products:

When we see a product that interests us, we can follow it straight to Amazon.
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This product is priced between $20-40, grossing around $6,000 every month, and has
under 50 reviews. This may just be an opportunity!

Method Two - Products with a low star rating
In much the same way of searching for products with low review counts, we can also
filter products by star rating.

If we identify high selling products that only have poor representation on Amazon (i.e.
low star ratings indicating poor quality) then all we have to do is come onto the market
with a high quality version.

This time, we tweaked the filter to only show products with a maximum star rating of
three. This new search revealed an “ultrasonic animal repeller.”

Searching on Amazon for the term “ultrasonic animal repeller” revealed a number of
listings with poor review ratings.
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Method Three - Products with non-optimized listings
By filtering to only show product listings with two images or less, we see a number of
individual listings we could choose to compete with.
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Here is a listing that generates over $11,000 a month in revenue and only has a
single image.

The logic here is, usually listings with only a few images are created by Amazon sellers
who don’t know how to properly optimize their listing. If you come on the scene with a
more attractive listing, you’ll have an immediate advantage over them and be in a
position to take some of that market share.
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Method Four - Higher priced items
Often products that sell for over $60 are intimidating. The initial product cost presents a
high barrier of entry.

But, for sellers with large enough starting capital, this could present a
special opportunity.

If you decided to get creative, you could combine methods too. Here’s an example of
using all of the filters we’ve discussed so far.
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Method Five- Search for high demand keywords, instead of products
As we mentioned earlier, keyword research is more important than most Amazon
sellers think.

Keyword research may seem like a complex and unnecessary step this early on in the
process, but it is critical to ensuring your product selection is optimal.

To understand this requires a pretty large adjustment in perspective:

You aren’t selling products. You are selling keywords.
When choosing a product to sell on Amazon, visibility will ultimately determine a large
portion of your sales.

It doesn’t matter how fantastic your product is if no one ever finds it. Or wanted it to
begin with.

This means, when choosing products to sell on Amazon, there needs to be an emphasis
on keywords to ensure the listing you create has a high potential for traffic (and a clear
path to becoming more visible).
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The easiest way to do this is through Black Box’s keyword search function. Choose a
“search volume floor” that you feel comfortable with, but stick to your guns. Chances
are, if a product is struggling to get a few hundred searches every month, it will not be
worth moving mountains to make a business out of it.

After you’ve found keywords with high monthly search volumes, you can refine your
results by using the many filters available to you within Black Box. These include:

● Price point (this will depend on your budget and projected profit margins)
● Review count (this helps you weed out oversaturated keywords)
● Word count (often, it’s easy to refine results by filtering out keywords that are too

lengthy and irrelevant)

If these filters sound similar to your filtering options for finding products through Black
Box, it’s because we offer many of the same search capabilities for keyword research
as well!

At the end of the day, you’ll have a much better handle on what people on Amazon are
searching for. Knowing this information before you choose your product is a bit like
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having a crystal ball. You can imagine the advantage this may give you over
your competitors...
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Method Six - Checking Trends Off-Amazon
You may reach a point in your product research where things on Amazon look a little
saturated. Take a look at the search results on Amazon for “wine rack.”

...And for “egg holder.”
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Something that many prospective Amazon sellers neglect is conducting product
research outside of Amazon.

By referencing sites like Etsy or Pinterest, we start to see some very interesting
variations on an otherwise “done-to-death” product.
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These websites tend to be more ahead of the curve when it comes to newer product
trends, sometimes months ahead of what you see on Amazon.

But how do you validate demand if the product doesn’t exist on Amazon yet?

You can make a test listing.

1. Purchase 5-15 sample products (either from a manufacturer or someplace
like Etsy).

2. Create a listing on Amazon for those units. It doesn’t have to be fully optimized, but
make sure it contains the keywords you want to test.

3. Set up Amazon Sponsored Ads for those keywords as auto and broad campaigns that
can find other relevant keywords.

4. Study the data and find out if there is enough demand to warrant
the investment!
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While these aren’t the only methods to finding the right product to sell on Amazon,
they are some of the most powerful ways to build a strong foundation for your Amazon
business. Use these methods (and combine them) to uncover that perfect product!

Why is Developing a Product Picking
Methodology Important?
We’ve shared a handful of product research methods.
There are still a number of other options you can choose from, such as:

● Seasonal products
● Merchant fulfilled opportunities (for wholesale)
● Digital and Merch products
● Many more

Ultimately, you can incorporate any combination of filters and develop your
own methodology.

But whatever it is, it is important that you have a method.

The last thing you want to do is leave your product selection up to chance.

By being calculated and unemotional, following the rules of your method, you ensure
that you’ll make the best choice possible, increasing your chances of success.

SellerTrademarks.com Amazon loves trademarked brands! Seller Trademarks
helps you protect your intellectual property by providing an easy, one-stop
process to getting trademarked. Benefits include legal protection, brand gating,
protection from hijackers, brand registry, and increase of company value.
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How to Build Your Own Product Picking Method

We’ve shared only a few product picking methods.
There are still a number of other options you can choose from, such as:

● Products whose keyword has at least 1000 searches a month.
● Products whose keyword has less than 500 competing listings.
● Products whose top listings are earning an average of over $10,000 a month.
● Products where the average review count of the top listings is below 50.

All of these filters can be applied in Helium 10’s Black Box under the Keyword tab.

Step One
● Commit to the process.
● Make the decision that no matter what, you will trust in and abide by the results.

Step Two
● Detach emotion from the outcome.
● Sure, you can use passion and interest in the process of choosing candidates. But when

applying your methodology, emotion can cloud results.
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Step Three
● Make it mathematical.
● Assign either a numeric value to the results, or make sure there is a clear value

assignment that makes it easy to identify the better choice.

The next step is to assign a range of values to each metric. If we continue with the
previous example, then:

The higher the search volume, the larger the score (set a max score too).
● The lower the number of competing listings, the larger the score.
● The higher the average monthly revenue, the  larger the score.
● The lower the average review count, the larger the score.

The product with the highest overall score wins.

Why is it So Important to Use the Right Tools?
The key to Amazon product research today is leveraging the emerging technology 
available to you.

The marketplace is simply too big to make a good decision just by browsing
the website.

You must utilize hard data and software tools (like Helium 10) are the way to do it.
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How to Leverage Helium 10 for Amazon Product Research
We’ve already shown examples of how to use Helium 10’s Black Box and Xray tools for
product research. However, there are many other functions that make the process even
more efficient and effective.

Putting it all together
Finding profitable products to sell on Amazon can seem complicated, but it is actually
simple when you take the right steps.

Use the technology available to
● Identify opportunities
● Analyze competition
● Quantify results
● Most importantly, take action
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Appendix
All-In-One Amazon Seller Analytics Software Suite

Black Box is your magic mirror for 
deep product research. Access a massive 
database of over 450+ million products in 
seconds with advanced filters to find a winning 
product or niche.

Profitability Calculator is a browser 
extension tool that gives you the power to check 
if a certain product will turn a profit before it’s 
sourced. Look up products that are close to the 
product you want to sell and get insights such as 
dimension and weight, FBA storage fees, profit 
margin percentages, shipping fees, current item 
price, product sizing, and more.

Xray is a browser extension tool that 
validates potential product opportunities directly 
on your browser. Reveal key market information 
such as revenue estimates, price, sales trends, 
sponsored ad analytics, and much more.

Trendster quickly analyzes product 
seasonality and revenue trends.See clear market 
trends to find opportunity and take advantage.

Magnet removes the guesswork from 
your keyword research. Pull the most
traffic-generating keywords within a few clicks. 
Throttle any listing’s Amazon SEO strategy with 
a perfect lineup of high-performing keywords.

Cerebro dives deep into competitor 
data to identify winning keywords. Compare 
multiple ASINS to reveal must-have data points 
such as estimated keyword phrase search 
volume, estimated broad keyword phrase search 
volume, and more. Spy on your competitors’ best 
keyword strategies and leave nothing to chance.

Misspellinator extracts commonly 
misspelled alternative versions of your main 
keywords in seconds. Plug them into your 
listing’s back-end to boost your listing’s ranking.

Frankenstein stitches traffic-
generating keywords together by
sorting through large sets of unorganized 
keywords. Use deduplication filters, remove 
unwanted characters and words, sort by 
popularity, and more to create a perfect keyword 
list for your listing.
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Index Checker verifies if your 
keywords are being indexed by Amazon. It can 
also be used to spy on your competitors’ 
keyword strategy by checking which keywords 
are being indexed on their listing or not. Get 
indexed and make your product visible.

Scribbles makes sure that the most 
important keywords are never left out from your 
listing. Automate keyword organization for titles, 
descriptions, and bullet points. Optimize any 
product listing to maximize organic traffic.

Keyword Tracker helps you outpace 
your competitors’ keyword optimization strategy. 
Track the organic and sponsored position of your 
product listing for your main keywords. Also, 
track high-impact keywords in real
time—including those used by the competition. 
Assess ranking, percentage ranking changes, 
trends over time, and estimated monthly 
searches to stay informed and ahead.

Alerts actively monitors your product 
pages, titles, images, prices, and BSR with a full 
security system. Be promptly alerted to any 
unwanted changes made to a listing. Prevent 
hijacking and fraudulent takeovers.

Inventory Protector protects your 
listing against scammers and hijackers who can 
wipe out your entire inventory during 
promotions. Control the maximum order 
quantity across all your products and keep your 
margins safe.

Follow-Up is a customizable email 
autoresponder that makes streamlined customer 
service easy to do. Communicate with your 
customers based on delivery triggers to ask for 
valuable feedback, reviews, and more.

Profits analyzes what’s most important to 
your business—profits. Crunch your financials to 
see key data at a glance such as gross revenue, 
net profit, net sales, storage fees, and more. Get 
savvy with your cash flow.

Refund Genie locates highly accurate 
estimates of lost or damaged inventory that can 
be reimbursed by Amazon. Detailed 
reimbursement reports are instantly generated 
for submission. Recoup your losses quickly 
without having to spend hours digging through 
old records.
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Review Insights allows you to sort
product reviews by desired criteria to uncover
valuable customer insights. Learning from these
insights can help you create products that are
differentiated and better than your
competitor’s products.

Inventory Level allows you to see how 
much inventory other sellers have in stock and to 
capitalize on competitor’s low inventory levels.

ASIN Grabber allows you to quickly see
a snapshot of key estimated market data for top
ASINs, which is especially helpful to analyze a
given day or specific holiday.

Index Checker Ensure your search visibility with
automatic keyword search
result verification.

Are you ready to skyrocket your sales on Amazon?

● Install the free Helium 10 Chrome Extension.

● Sign up for a Helium 10 Platinum or Diamond plan and get 10% off forever!

Follow us on Social:

● Join the FBA High Rollers Facebook Group and network with over 75,000 of the
smartest people in the Amazon FBA community.

● Subscribe to the Serious Sellers Podcast to stay up to date on all things
Amazon FBA.
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